
Inspection Aide-memoire

Pre-Inspection Considerations

Reason for inspection – inspections disturb the colony so there must be a valid 
reason for an inspection.

Reasons NOT to inspect – inspection may not be advisable at certain times e.g. 
robbing in progress, new queen, colony already stressed, rain or imminent 

thunder, or near neighbours are in their garden.

Factors affecting timing of inspection:

• Middle of the day - the flying bees are out foraging. But may not be a good 
idea to open hive in middle of day, after nectar flow when robbing may be a 
problem. Instead consider opening in evening when less scout bees around.

• Nectar flow – bees less defensive of stores in a nectar flow.

• Peak swarming season – before mid-day better than after.

Pre-Inspection Preparation

Scrutinise hive record.

Hive parts to hand for any foreseeable outcome of inspection.

Clean clothing (sting pheromones linger on clothing), properly fastened. 

Clean (i.e. hygienic) tools.

Smoker properly alight and fuelled (spare fuel and lighter to hand) – checked for 
cool smoke.

Are you prepared, collected and calm.

Objectives of Inspection

1. Assess stores for adequacy in case period between inspections is wet or 

nectar flow ceases..

2. Assess space for Queen to lay in brood nest.

3. Assess space for stores (nectar takes twice the space to process) and space 

for bees to cluster at night.

4. Check for evidence that colony is “Queen-right”.

5. Check eggs and brood for evidence of drone-laying Queen or workers.

6. Check for Queen cells.

7. Keep an eye out for signs of disease in bees or brood.
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Inspection

Approach from side or back of hive, not from the front.

Do not jar or knock the hive.

Observe hive and learn what you can before opening it.

Couple of puffs of smoke into entrance to let bees know something is happening.

Gently remove roof, place upside down in front of hive to use as base for any 
super(s) that need to be removed.

If supered - do not remove cover board.

Ease supers from QE, do not let supers drop back and crush bees (use wedge).

Smoke gap as it opens up (if necessary).

Remove super(s), place on upturned roof – place at an angle to reduce likelihood 
of crushing bees. Note the weight of supers as a guide to how full they are.

Gently use smoke to push bees down off QE (if necessary).

Ease up QE, keep over brood-box whilst checking underside for Queen, shake 
off any bees and place QE by front of hive underside facing up so any bees left 

on QE can walk in.

Note where brood nest is centred.

Ease out dummy frame (or 1st frame) taking care not to crush or roll bees.

When dummy removed - ease 1st frame away from second frame.

Inspect first frame and, if space permits, either replace where dummy was or
place in frame holder, frame box or down by side of hive near to front. Note that 

first frame is likely to be empty or stores so don’t dwell too long.

Ease back second frame and remove, inspect, Etc.

Work through frames remembering that the brood nest is where your attention is 
going to be and is also where Queen is likely to be.

Keep frames same way round and in same order as they came out.

If bees start to come up, stop, use smoke to push them down.

If bees become aggressive stop and come back later (see inspecting aggressive 
hive below).

At end of inspection, carefully push frames back together one at a time, or if 
using Hoffman frames, push back as a block. Be careful to maintain correct 

position of frames in relation to other frames in other boxes especially if using 
thin dummy boards.

Make sure QE goes back the correct way up.

Replace supers & cover board (inspect super(s) if necessary) and add any 
additional super if required.

Replace roof taking care not to trap bees under fingers, centre the roof

Write-up hive record.
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Post-Inspection Considerations

Consider outcome of inspection and ensure that you are prepared for the next together 
with any additional required equipment.

Inspecting Aggressive Colony
(as per standard inspection but with additional emphasis/steps)

Time inspection for when most flying bees out.

Take extra care to ensure protective clothing is clean of sting pheromone.

Make sure you have an extra layer under the bee-suit.

Wear leather gloves.

Have a well loaded smoker, fully lit, spare fuel available, make sure it stays alight.

Smoke well under open floor or through entrance if on solid floor and wait for bees to load 

up on honey.

Lift off roof and ensure any feeder holes in cover board are closed off.

Crack open hive – as you open crack, smoke and wait.

Lift off supers (with cover board in place) and place on upturned roof – put on at an angle 

then twist to reduce gap between super and roof.

Lay a blanket of smoke over the Queen Excluder to push bees down, keep them down.

EITHER

Proceed with inspection in-situ.

Consider using  manipulation cloths over brood box and inspect frame by frame, moving 

the gap in the cloths as you go, smoke the gap as you work through frames in the box to 

keep bees down.

OR

Inspect brood box away from hive location using following steps:

1. Put a spare cover board over brood box.

2. Lift brood box and floor away to inspection location.

3. Place a new floor, temporary brood box (with some foundation) and 

cover board in original hive location.

4. Inspect original brood box (with/without manipulation cloths).

5. Move the temporary brood box, cover board and floor to one side.

6. Replace original brood box and floor in original hive location.

7. Later, remove temporary brood box, cover board, and floor (when 

flying bees have returned to original hive).  
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